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WELCOME
• Introductions 
• Timings 
• Health & Safety
• Filming (permission)
• Translation help

Stephen Carrick-Davies 



For us, by us, to provide skills training
and a network which helps us gain 

confidence and find good quality work 
or further training whilst we are in the 

UK and when we return to Ukraine.



Pairing- helping each other 

I need help

with my 

English 

I can help 
translate

Робота в групах -
допоможіть один
одному
Мені потрібен
переклад
Я можу перекласти

Volodia. - to help J



ICE 
BREAKER 

What do you learn from 
playing this game?



Teach once, learn twice 

How we learn? 

“What we learn with pleasure we never forget"
«Те, чого ми вчимося із задоволенням, ми ніколи не забудемо»

Лекція

Читання

аудіовізуальний

Демонстрація



“ Tell me and I forget, 
teach me and I may remember, 
involve me and I learn.”

Benjamin Franklin



Last week’s feedback  
• “It is a very interesting opportunity to look more broadly at English language. 

Interesting poems were offered for learning English. I liked idioms for learning 
English, but it's difficult for me now. Today I received an incentive to study. I need 
to increase my vocabulary”.
• “Each meeting is useful because there is a lot of communication, which affects 

further result (for me personally). Each session is invaluable because it provides 
new information. I don't want to miss anything”.
• “Today's meeting was very useful and easy to understand”.
• “All knowledge is important and necessary for the future. I would especially like to 

know how to correctly answer questions during an interview with an employer”.
• “Negotiating is very important for me. The session gave me an understanding of 

how to use other types of negotiations for different people”.
• “We had an excellent and much-needed session about English and how to use it in 

everyday life, how to change a direct style to a diplomatic one. I discovered new 
ways of learning English and learned about cultural differences and how to 
overcome the language barrier and get rid of the fear of making mistakes in 
English.”

Why is Feedback so important ?



Today’s 
training  Growing your Soft Skills part II 





Growing your Soft Skills part II TODAY’S SESSION

Social Entrepreneur 
Facework is a Social Enterprise  



https://vimeo.com/426498170

“To learn empathy, hang 
out with people who are 
empathetic.

To learn Team Work hang 
out with people who make 
good Teams – and learn 
from each other.

Human beings are social 
creatures – we learn best 
from each other.” 

Mark Stevenson 



Slides from Graham Brown Martin 





Jobs which 
are 
expanding 



Constant change is here to stay …. 
“The illiterate of 
the 21st century 
will not be 
those who 
cannot read and 
write, but those 
who cannot 
learn, unlearn, 
and  relearn.” 

Alvin Toffler

«Неписьменним
и в 21 столітті 
будуть не ті, хто 
не вміє читати і 
писати, а ті, хто 
не вміє 
навчатися, 
розучуватися
перевчатися».

Alvin Toffler



Don’t ask young people what they 
want to be when they grow up, but 

what problems they want 
to solve?

This changes the conversation     
from who do I want to work for, to

what do I need to learn to 
be able to do that? 

Jaime Gasap
Google Education Evangelist 



THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A SILLY QUESTION ! 

ANY QUESTIONS 
SO FAR ? 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=acg6HivAu5E

Extrovert     or      introvert 



Understanding yourself and your personality

https://www.16personalities.com/personality-types



Understanding yourself and your personality

https://www.123test.com/personality-test/



Activity



English words Ukrainian How do we develop these skills

Has Vision Маєте бачення/візію

Shows Passion Проявляєте пристрасть

Is adaptable Добре адаптуєтеся

Demonstrates resilience Стресостійкі

Works well with people Добре працюєте з людьми

Identifies and manages risks Виявляєте ризики та управляєте ними

Thinks big plans small Думаєте про масштабне, але 
починайте з малого

Makes journey fun Робите подорож веселішою

Confident and Assertive Впевнені і наполегливі 

Opportunist Бачите можливості

Future focused Орієнтовані на майбутнє та інновації

Good at convincing others Добре переконуєте інших

Skills of an enterprising person



WHICH OF THESE QUOTES 
ABOUT LEARNING IS YOUR  IS 

YOUR FAVOURITE? 



How and where do we learn ?

Remember Learning is a Life-Time activity 

2 Try to identify what it is that MOTIVATES you to learn ? 

4 Recognize what your best learning style is (how you  you learn best)

• Visual Retaining information through visual, colour, diagrams 
• Kinesthetic Learning through an activity 
• Aural Retaining information through hearing (music)
• Social Like learning together and participate in study activities 
• Solitary Like learning in quiet and reflective activities 
• Verbal Responds well to written or spoken words, rhymes/acronym
• Logical. Logical, or mathematical learners use logic and structures

5 Recognize what helps you REMEMBER and re-enforce  the learning
Testing yourself, Memory cards,  sharing your knowledge “Teach once, learn twice”. 

3 Try to identify how you can be more INTENTIONAL in your Learning

1 Past NEGATIVE learning environments can stop you wanting to learn
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6 Never stop ASKING QUESTIONS . 



1. Courage is not necessarily something that you are born with; it’s 
often something that you choose in each moment.

2. Being courageous and being fearless are not the same thing. 
The former is almost always accompanied by a crippling fear
that must be acknowledged, confronted, respected even, and 
overcome.

3. For someone who doesn’t consider themselves to be very 
courageous, what I do know is that I’m full of  conviction. And it 
has been those convictions that I have leaned on, relied upon, to 
propel me through what has sometimes been the debilitating 
fear, into courage.

4. Courage is the thread that weaves together our shared 
humanity. Only in taking courageous steps towards each other 
can we allow ourselves to be seen, to be known and to be loved 
and thereafter, reciprocate the same for others. 

5. Confidence builds from courage. 

6. Inauthentic expression is the nemesis of  courage. Courage often 
requires confrontation; confrontation of  our desire to please, of  
our desire for superficiality. There can be no authenticity without 
courage.



CENTRAL 
TO THIS IS 

CHANGING . . . .

What Is a Mindset? 
A mindset refers to whether you believe 
qualities such as intelligence and talent 
are fixed or changeable traits.

• People with a fixed mindset believe 
that these qualities are inborn, fixed, 
and unchangeable.

• Those with a growth mindset, on the 
other hand, believe that these abilities 
can be developed and strengthened by 
way of commitment and hard work.

The key word is “Yet”



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUWn_TJTrnU



In Summary 



THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A SILLY QUESTION ! 

ANY QUESTIONS 
SO FAR ? 



FEEDBACK FORMS 





HOW CAN WE MAKE THESE BETTER FOR UKRAINE

• Discussion 
• Translation or adaptation 
• What is the key audience ?
• What follow-up activities help to build these skills ? 


